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Check-in policy
debate heats up
Issue expected to go to student vote
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief

It's going to take a student vote
to decide where the Winona State
University student senate officially
stands on the check-in policy debate.
In an emergency senate executive board meeting Thursday, senate members said they expected the
issue would go to a referendum
before being decided.
Senate President Larry Lee said
in an interview Tuesday, "I would
like to see it go to referendum. I
think that there's gotten to be a lot of
personalities clashing. If it goes to
referendum, it will be final as to
how the students feel about this.
It's a hot topic on many college
campuses right now," Lee said.
In the meeting, the board decided to hold an open student forum on the issue during its regular
meeting time next Wednesday. In
the forum, a student will speak for
the policy, a student will speak
against the policy and then the floor
will be open for debate.
Lee said a forum like this should

present both sides of the issue to
students so they can vote intelligently.
The decision to hold the forum
came after senate's regular meeting
on Wednesday erupted into debate
over the issue, with the senate being
asked to both support and oppose
the policy.
Senate tabled the issue.
Lee said he doesn't expect it to
come off the table today because of
the forum.
The senate's student services
committee, chaired by Sarah Macklin, recommended that senate oppose the policy based on the results
of a survey conducted by the senate
and the Inter Residence Hall Council. The survey, which has come
under much criticism, showed that
students were opposed to the new
rule which requires them to check
into the dorms after 11 p.m.
Earlier in the meeting, security
guard Eric Barr presented a 100name petition to the senate asking it
to support the policy.
"I feel there are a lot of students
who aren't being represented," Barr

said of the survey.
"We've read in the paper about
the invasion of privacy and the bad
things of the policy, but what we
haven't heard enough of are the
good things of the policy," Barr said.
The senate has two weeks to act
on the petition. If no action is taken,
it will go to referendum, as is expected to happen.
Barr pointed to increased safety
in the dorms, less vandalism and
less mess in the dorms as positive
aspects of the policy.
The committee recommendation
gave the results of the survey as
evidertce for opposition and called
for a joint student-administration
effort to investigate alternate methods of security.
A 10 percent student voter turnout will be needed to ratify the
potential referendum. Lee said getting 10 percent of students to vote
shouldn't be a problem.
"Everyone in the dorms will vote,
or at least most of them," Lee said.
He said many off-campus students won't vote because they won't
feel the issue affects them.

Entrance exams to decide
freshmen dorm privileges
By MARY JOHNSON
Columnist

The dream lives on

Winonan photo by Tom Maida

Civil rights demonstrators march through downtown Rochester
Monday afternoon to celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
See related photos and story on pages eight and nine.
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High school students with above
average college entrance test scores,
and those graduating in the top half
of their class will be given preference in Winona State University
dorms.
Until now, preference was given
to freshmen on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Prior to the 1989-90 academic
year at Winona State, dorm space
for freshmen was set at 700 rooms
(half the available rooms).
Housing Director John Ferden
said the policy change, as initiated
by Admissions Director Jim Mootz,
and approved by the Winona State
cabinet under the late PresidentTom
Stark, now gives preference to entering freshmen who graduated in
the top half of their class.
"Statistics say that better students, those with better grades in
high school, do better in college,"
Ferden said. "More of them go on to
graduate.
"Although it makes sense to
think that those who need the additional help should be housed on
campus," Ferden said. "We used to
allocate rooms on a first-come firstserve basis, but the shortage of dorm
space and the fact that the shortage
will continue, forced the change in
policy."
An additional 100 rooms has
since been set aside, bringing the
on-campus total available to freshmen to 800.

John Ferden
Ferden said that as of Jan. 1, all
800 rooms had been filled and that a
waiting list consists of over
1,000 names.
For nthaomsestudents already living in the dorms and would like to
stay, Ferden said many of them will
be unable to. How to choose who
will stay and who won't hasn't been
decided yet. Ferden said a lot of it
depends on what Winona State
decides to do with the College of St.
Teresa.
The dorm shortage has been a
problem for Winona State for almost 20 years. Sheehan Hall, the
newest campus dorm, was completed in 1965. A new 150-200 bed
dorm, now slated for construction,
will not be completed for three to

five years.
Ferden said the problem of dorm
construction is not bureaucratic,
simply financial.
"A better than 70 percent occupancy must be maintained in order
for a building to pay for itself,"
Ferden said.
Dorms are not funded by government allocations, instead, the
money must be raised through the
sale of bonds.
"If the bond is allowed to go into
default, the money to cover it could
be taken from funds necessary to
run the university.
"Dorms in Mankato and Bemidji
have been empty for years," Ferden
said. "In fact, the empty dorms in
Mankato were sold to a private
investor for $1 each."
Ferden remains' hopeful that
current negotiations with the College of St. Teresa will help alleviate
more than just the dorm situation at
Winona State.
"There are 650 rooms available
at St. Teresa's," Ferden said. 'The
St. Teresa board and the board from
Winona State will be meeting this
week to negotiate on the lease of
three buildings, including the library.
"That would mean more classroom space, office space for professors and more study areas too,"
Ferden said.
He expects an agreement by Feb.
1.
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Possible suspension upsets student
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor in Chief
-

-

A Winona State University student, on the
verge of being kicked out of school, feels he is
a victim of circumstances and that punishments made against him are too harsh.
Bob Taylor, a sophomore chemistry major, was kicked out of the dorms last quarter
and now faces suspension for going back into
the halls.
Although Taylor signed a contract agreeing to stay out of the dorms, he returned
numerous times to visit his friends.

"I'm alone basically now," Taylor told the
student senate executive board Wednesday
in defense of his going back.
"I can take a punishment, but for the university to keep me out of the dorms, that's
tough on me. All of my friends live there," he
said.
•
Taylor was invited to come before the
board by Vice President Evan Hartshorn so
that the senate would be aware of the situation.
The events leading to Taylor's leaving the
dorms happened quickly and had a snow-

balling effect TaylOr said.
He was punished on a Friday night for
setting off a heat sensor alarm in Richards
Hall while he was playing with a cigarette
lighter and hair spray.
The next night he was caught in Conway
Hall with just his boxer shorts on, harassing
women.
"We just had a little chase and we just
happened to end up on fourth floor Conway
and I just happened to throw a bucket of
water on some girls. It was all in fun," he said
in a telephone interview Monday night.

The "last straw" came when he and his
resident assistant Shawn Gardner got into a
heated argument over a pizza box left in the
halls. Taylor admitted to yelling and swearing at Gardner.
Gardner was unavailable for comment
Tuesday.
"If things would have happened in reverse order, it would have been different,"
Taylor said.
"I don't want to get kicked out of school,"

See Upset, page 6

WSU magazine
gains top rating
By SUE PETERSON
Staff Reporter

The 1988 Satori , Winona State
University's literary magazine, won
first place with special merit from
the American Scholastic Press Association in the category of colleges
and universities with enrollments
of 2,500 and more.
The Satori shares this honor with
four other colleges and universities
in this category. These colleges
include Vanderbilt University
(Nashville, Tenn.), the College of
William and Mary( Williamsburg,
Va.), Kutztown University (Pa.), and
Point Park College (Pittsburgh).
"This honor certainly reflects
well on Winona State's writing
courses," Gadow said. "It also reflects well on our English professors."
Gadow said that he hopes this
honor will encourage more people

"This honor certainly reflects
well on Winona State's writing
courses. It also reflects well on
our English professors."
-

Don Gadow
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to submit to Satori. "It takes more
than one year for students to really
take notice though," said Satori
advisor Don Gadow.
The staff of last year's Satori included advisor John Reinhard, editor Deborah Casey, and assistant
editor Brian Forcelle. This year's
staff includes editor Brian Forcelle,
and assistant editor Deborah Casey.
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Corner pocket

Mike Anderson, a freshman with an undeclared afternoon in the student Union in Kryzsko commajor, shoots some pool with a friend Thursday mons.

Entries for this year's Satori will
be accepted until Feb. 17 and can be
delivered to Minne Hall, room 302.

THE
CPA EXAM.
GUARANTEED.
Our 76% pass rate and unconditional free repeat policy
guarantee your success,

ATTEND OUR FREE OPEN HOUSE

Little OkenciPizza
© 1988 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.

YOUR COST OF LIVING
IS GOING DOWN!

• Special Open House Tuition Discount
• Answers to Recent CPA Exams
• Accountants Job Hunting Guide

Wednesday, January 25
Winona State University Kryzsko Commons, Room C-D
Winona, MN • 5:00 pm
For more information call Professor
Lee, WSU at (507) 457-5186 or call our
Minneapolis Office toll-free at

1-800-328-4444
Classes in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth,
St. Cloud, Moorhead, Mankato and
Winona begin the week of February 6.
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Graduate Nurses
Nursing Services at Community
Nursing seniors apply now for
• Memorial Hospital supports and
positions available upon
encourages the professional
graduation. We offer nursing
nurse to practice his or her
scholarships to Senior nursing
fullest potential. Our
Students. Graduate nurses receive
decentralized organization
a competitive salary and benefit
allows nurses much authority
program, To receive an
and responsibility in managing
informational hospital packet
case loads and their own
and video tape, or to apply for
positions (ie. nurses on our
a nursing position or
Medical Unit practice selfscholarship, please contact:
scheduling). An excellent
orientation designed specifically
Rod L. Nordeng, PHR
in each nursing specialty
Human Resources Department
prepares you for professional
(507)457-4307
practice.

Two Small Pan Style
Pizzas w/cheese & one item*

$7.47
Delivered to your doorstep
all taxes included
No Coupon Necessary
*excludes extra cheese

Delivery available 4:00 pm to close
min. del. order $5.00

Phone 452-8752
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Shelly Allen is the new Interactive Video Coordinator for Winona State.

TV classes ready in spring
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor in Chief
-

-

Starting spring quarter,
Winona State University professors will be able to teach classes in
front of a television camera instead of a classroom.
With Winona State's new interactive television system (ITV), it
will be possible for students in
Rochester to take classes being
taught in Winona. The unique part
of this program is that professors
and students will be able to talk
back and forth.

"The system is developed in
such a way that a course could be
developed in Rochester and delivered her e and a course developed
here could be delivered there,
whatever the case may be," said
Shelly Allen, the newly appointed
director of interactive television.
The system, Allen said, is not
an original one nationally and has
a lot of room for expansion.
"We're trekking new ground
in Southeastern Minnesota, but
we're not trekking new ground
nationally.

"The plans and ideas and the
things you'd like to do move a lot
faster than getting them in place
and actually doing them."
- Jim Erickson
By spring qu arter hook-ups will
be made in Winona and Rochester. In the future, more hook-ups
will be made around the area and

at Winona State.
"It's going to be moved in on a
step-by-step basis and every quarter there will be greater use," Allen said.
Allen, and ITV committee
chairman Jim Erickson, said the
purpose behind the ITV program
is to improve education to rural
areas around Winona.
"What we're doing with this is
better- serving our region, which
by charter we're obliged to do,"
Erickson said. "I see this as good
growth for the Imiversity. We're a

regional university and we need
to region with a project like
this."
The ITV committee was set up
three years ago to study the possibilities of this type of connection.
Up to 10 classes can be carried
at any one time over the fiber optic
lines in the system. In time, phones
and computers will also be hooked
in.
A network like this, they both
said. could grow infinitely, with

See Television, page 6

WSU searches for graduate director
By SUE PETERSON
Staff Reporter
The Winona State University
graduate program is looking for a
director of graduate studies to help
centralize the program.
"The program needs a direction
to regenerate interest," Everett
Walden, chairman of the graduates
board, said of the newly created job.
He said he hopes to have the
position filled by spring.

Walden said that at one time
there was a full-time dean and assistant dean of graduate studies, but
through the years the positions
vanished.
Currently Dean of Education
Otto Frank acts as coordinator for
the graduate program.
Mary Zeise, office manager for
the graduate office said that the
deans from each academic area have
been doing their own thing with the

direction of their graduate programs.
"This de-emphasized the graduate program a great deal," Walden
said.
He said that the new position
will not be of dean status, but the
new director will report directly to
the the Vice President of Academic
Affairs.
The director of graduate studies
will be responsible for directing all

•

•

activities associated with the operations of the office of graduate studies.
His or her primary responsibilities will be to implement policies
and procedures in accordance with
State University Board regulations,
Graduate Council recommendations, and Winona State administrative approval.
Some specific responsibilities
include providing assistance and

coordination to the vice president
for academic affairs and the deans
The search for this position is a
Winona State internal search aimed
at faculty who have earned graduate faculty status and who are on
their tenure track.
The job will be full-time and
extend to 11 months a year, therefore the faculty member who accepts will have to discontinue his
position on faculty.

U.S. official holds forum
State department official explains role of media in diplomacy
By JULIE HINKES
Special to the Winonan
In 1986, the media portrayed an over-

Anthony Das

seas economic convention as a failure,
when it was actually a success, said Anthony Das, Director of the Of lice of Public
Diplomacy in the U.S. Department of
State in Washington, D.C.
In a public forum presented by Das in
Winona last week, the conference was
just one example he used to show how
the media play a role in public diplomacy.
"I don't believe the media were at
fault in this case because the government
should have been there to help them get
the story straight," Das said.
We as an audience perceived the conference as a failure because the media
gave us the wrong expectations, he said.
Usually when incidents like that occur,
it's due to sloppy reporting or inexperi-

ence, Das said.
Sometimes information interferes with
the conduct of legitimate negotiations
with another country, Das said.
"For example, sa y behind closed doors
we have agreed on minimum negotiations. We aren't going to tell everyone
what those are," he said.
Government officials deal with so
much classified and unclassified information that they fear they may slip and
say the wrong thing, Das said. Generally
the public relations policy revolves
around a base sheet. "One sheet that
everyone sings from," explained Das.
Journalists have taken the lead in
obeying the ground rules of responsible
journalism, he said. According to him,
it's the government that needs to do more
as far as proactively seeking the media.
Das said that a lot of the top officials
aren't people to people diplomats. They

tend to come out from behind closed
doors and say, "no comment."
The mass media facilitates our nation's
contacts with other countries through the
creation of images and expectations, Das
said. In other words, the state uses the
media to engage the U.S. population.
In an informal meeting prior to the
forum, Das talked to a group of local
community officials. He talked about the
need for a partnership between the local
community and the state department.
"We need local communities engaged
in diplomacy, probably more than they
(communities) need us in Washington,"
Das said.
He said that local communities with
international relations often find that they
aren't capable in areas of foreign language
or currency. Some are intimidated by

See Diplomat, page 6
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Enjoy your day?
Why the day off?
In an ideal world, the whole issue of racial equality wouldn't have
to be planted in the minds of every American year after year.
But this isn't an ideal world.
On Monday, as in years past, the nation, or at least a part of the
nation, celebrated Martin Luther King Jr's birthday. The man
considered by most historians simply, as great.
Still, the question remains, why the holiday? Why did the
nation have the day off to do with what it pleased or to celebrate the
day? Unfortunately, the answer is because people still haven't
figured out that racial equality belongs in America.
Many people used the holiday to march and carry on King's
ideals.
Hasn't it sunk in America?
There really shouldn't be a need for marches and demonstrations
because, by now, total equality should have reached its plateau and
be taken as a given.
Americans should have either gone to school, worked, or carried
on with their normal activities ... which should include treating all
men equally.
It has been just over 20 years since King died (1968). When he left,
he left such an impeccable mark on society and history. But it has
also been 20 years in which some of America refuses to be openminded. King's message should have been clear and sensible enough
to make an immediate impact. How much more could he have done?
America is stubborn. Part of America is stubborn to not accept
rightful and needed change, but another part of America is luckily
stubborn enough to realize that Martin Luther King Day must still be
celebrated to pursue a dream. A dream that should have been
realized 20 years ago.
Hope you enjoyed your day off.

Denial dumb
Winona State University is certainly in a housing pickle, but not
allowing freshmen who don't score well on entrance exams or who
finish low in their graduating class, not live in the dorms, is, quite
frankly, a dumb move.
A state university with admissions standards as relaxed as
Winona State's should be gearing itself toward helping all students,
and toward helping them the best way it knows how.
Forcing struggling students off campus won't help them in the
least.
Making the adjustment to college life is a difficult one.
The structured atmosphere of dorm life eases it along and allows
students the freedom to concentrate on studies, not on where to park,
or on paying the electric bill.
Making friends is vital when moving away form home for the
first time. Being in a building full of people your own age and who
are in the same situations as you, helps. And having a resident
assistant there to help you when you things don't go so well, helps as
well.
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Letters
Stop the
drinking
To the Editor,
I am addressing you on the topic
of the rising amount of underage
drinking in the city of Winona. The
reason why we should try to eliminate underage drinking is that it
poses a constant threat to the community of Winona. One of the main
results of this problem is driving
while intoxicated (DWI). There have
been 208 DWI arrests logged in 1988
at the Winona County Law Enforcement Center. That number is well
ahead of the total of 176 drivers
brought in by the Winona Police in
1987.
The accumulation of a greater
profit to bar and liquor store owners has resulted in these people
accepting false identification or not
even bothering to check for I.D. at
all. The citizens of Winona have got
to open their eyes to the disservice
that is being done to our young
adults by letting them purchase or
obtain alcoholic bPvPrages.

Solutions to help prevent this
are: The liquor stores and watering
holes of this city must check for
proper identification more often and
to require more than one form of
I.D. to keep minors from purchasing any liquOr or beer.
When will something be done to
discourage this disgrace that we are
bringing on ourselves? When
enough pedestrians are injured,
automobiles mangled, public property destroyed, or human lives taken
in this seemingly unending tragedy.
Sincerely yours,
Brian Newton

Coach
•
stinks
To the editor: As I sit here with only a quarter
and a half left before I graduate
from this institution of higher learning, I have one last question for John
Kane, acting president, Dwight
Marston, athletic director, and the

rest of the faculty. I was wondering
how in the world Winona State can
legitimize keeping Jerry Nauman
as the head men's basketball coach?
His record is pathetic. In the
Minneapolis Star-Tribune's annual
basketball preview, they said
Nauman's 10-year record was 95
wins and 179 losses. It doesn't take
a math major to figure out that he is
averaging 9 wins and 17 losses per
season. I have been to many games
over my past four years here, and I
cannot understand how this institution can be proud to have a coach
with that type of record representing them. I have talked to players,
both past and present, and they have
indicated that he is a poor excuse for
a coach.
I would seriously like to know,
as would many others, who makes
the decision to either keep or fire a
head coach. It boggles my mind that
WSU would allow Nauman to keep
on representing this university with
such a terrible record. Does this
school not want a winning program?
What about the Athletic Director,
does he not have some power to
remove a coach?
The majority of guys that have or
are playing here, appear to be nice

See Letters, page 5
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The struggling student off campus doesn't have these advantages.
He has added problems to worry about.
The way dorm space is given to freshmen now makes sense. It
seems awfully simple to allocate on a first-come, first-served basis,
but that method is actually pretty well thought out.
The fear now is that the dorms are being filledwith students who
aren't very serious about being there. There will always be those
students. By giving dorm space to those who sign up early is giving
it to those who are most serious about college. By deciding early that
they wanted to go to college and exactly where they wanted to go,
these students show that they are serious about studies. They have
made a conscious dedication. Serious students shouldn't be denied
all of the opportunities available to them.
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Opinion
Letters
Continued from page 4
people. I really hate to see good
people, as well as good basketball
players, cheated out of the opportunity to play for a winning program
and in front of big crowds. I truly
believe that if WSU fired Nauman,
and hired a coach that would bring
in a "new winning atmosphere",
the gym would be packed like they
were in the middle 70's. During that
time the Warriors won four consecutive NIC titles, and made two
trips to the NAIA National Tourney.
There has been a lot of talk about
why people do not attend basketball games. I think the answer rests
with the coach. As Head Coach he is
ultimately responsible for the team's
success, or in this case, failure. The
95-179 record proves that Nauman
does not have what it takes to coach
collegiate basketball. Along with
that goes his inability to recruit the
players necessary to build a strong
program. I don't mean a team that
could beat a Division I school, I
mean recruit a team that would be
competitive in the NIC. Moorhead
State, UM-Morris, Northern State,
Southwest, all seem to be able to get
the talent—why can't WSU?
Another example of Nauman's
futility as a coach stands in his inability to win the close game. Already this year the Warriors have
lost three games by a total of 5 points,
and two of those were by a single
point. Last year, I remember the
Warriors losing a game in overtime,
and one by less than 2 points. I have
tried, but I really can't remember a
close game that the Warriors have
won. I'm sure they have won some
close games, but I would be curious
to know what his record is when the
point spread is less than 4. I'm sure
that record would be another nail in
his coffin.
I really feel sorry for the players
that have come and gone, and those
that are presently on the team. I
think it is about time that the administration of this institution do
something about turning the basketball program around. I don't
think it's fair to the players to know
that before they even step on the
court that they are at a disadvantage—they will be outcoached.
This problem has gone on far too
long and I hope that things change
real soon. So President Kane and
Dr. Marston, I hope that before you
offer him another contract, you
think real hard and make the decision that will benefit the players as
well as the University—hire another
coach.
Thank-you for your time,

Bill Johnson
Accounting/Business Management Major

Speaker
a treat
To the editor:

cluding political science, economics, mass communication, and
speech. He also met with approximately 25 faculty and staff members of WSU as well as local city
officials and Chamber of Commerce
representatives.
He conducted a public forum
entitled "The Role of Media in Diplomacy." And all of this in a time
span of about 45 hours! (We did let
him eat and sleep!) He was also
able to tour campus and the community and do some shopping for
local products.
The visit by Mr. Das is part of a
relatively new emphasis by the State
Department at involving more than
just large urban areas and Ivy
League colleges in official visits such
as this. The benefits to WSU, its
students, faculty and staff were very
valuable in terms of broadening the
entire educational experience.
The community of Winona also
benefitted from Mr.Das' visit by
learning that the State Department
can and does work directly with
communities and businesses who
want to effect relationships with
overseas entities. Mayor Slaggie also
learned of a Sister City Program.
Though not sponsored by the State
Department, that agency can help
implement the program through
consulting and advising.
This very special visit was covered by several local and area newspapers, two La Crosse television
stations, and some of the WSU student media. Das' discussions included foreign policy, public diplomacy, current events and incidents,
relations between our State Department and journalists, both foreign
and domestic. His message was that
the American people are very much
a part of shaping and implementing
public diplomacy and that we all
must remain engaged in the process
in order to preserve the democracy
that we enjoy.
Sincerely,
Julie Zuehlke
Director of News Services/Public Affairs

Doing for
students
To the Editor,
My name is Sarah Macklin. I am
a student senator at Winona State
University. I believe that a senator's
job is to remain impartial in all events
until swayed only by student opinion. I have been elected to represent
students and to do everything in
my power to uphold student's
rights. I believe that there is nothing more important than student
rights. Included in these rights is
the right to participate in decisions
which affect our lives, because without students there would be no need
for the university. We, the students,
should never forget how important
our rights are, because if we do we
will lose them.
If anyone feels that I have fallen
short of these or any other responsibilities as a senator, I am truly sorry;
and would like to state that any
actions that I have taken, I took in
the best interest of students.

Winona State University had the
good fortune to be visited by a U.S. Thank You,
State Department official, Anthony Sarah K. Macklin
Das, January 9 to 11. He is the Direc- Communications major.
tor of Public Diplomacy.
During his visit, he spoke to
approximately 500 students in 12
different courses rrpresenting at
least - five different disciplines in-
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Peace is a way of life

Have you ever read something that touched you so
profoundly you couldn't even
explain the difference it made in
your life? Yet you know it made
a difference - forever!
The past 11 days have been
difficult ones in my house.
Lonely days, and yet strangely
reflective. My "peaches 'n
cream" left for three days and
then found out he'd be out for
two weeks. Naturally that is the
time the dog gets sick, the
kitchen drain decides to get
clogged, the squirrels chew the
wiring and the coffee pot takes
a permanent vacation.
Since I am a fairly domestic
person, I decided to combat
those problems the old fashioned way: work, work and
more work. With a fury known
only to the most dyed-in-thewool Helen Homemaker, I
scrubbed the porch, painted the
hall, heaved the garbage down
the steps, sanitized the bathroom, burnished the pots and
pans to a high gloss and dusted
everything to White House
standards. My house gleamed,
but I didn't.
Something was missing.
On Sunday, my girlfriend
took me to the Mill Road Cafe
in Galesville, Wis. What a
charming place. One of those
nouveau antiquey hideaways
that serve faintly Greenwich
Village fare a la updated-hippie
style. The signs say, "No
smoking - we want to die from
natural causes."
I enjoyed the stained glass,
antiques and bi-level eating
areas. The view is splendiforous. But it was one little

Mary Johnson
sentence at the bottom of the
menu that changed my life.
Quite simply it said:
"Peace is not a season, it is a
way of life."
Between bites of under-done
eggs and sips of chickoried
coffee, I dissected every word in
that simple, yet compound
sentence. I found that my
chewing slowed to a flavorful
and I actually could smell the
garlic and hickory in the
sausages.
While my friend perused the
"artsy" display area, I sat back
and enjoyed the view. Thirty feet
below me an almost frozen
rivulet broke over tiny rocks, a
few squirrels chased each other
next to the river's icy edge, and
the trees just stood there - dark,
naked reminders of summers
past and springs yet to come.
It was moving, yet peaceful.
Oh, I thought, how easy it would
be to live life in a sleepy little
hamlet like Galesville. But it

Editor's note: Due to the overwhelming
number of welcomed letters, Peter Bremer's Up
Close column does not appear this week. Peter
will be back in two weeks talking about parking
at Winona State University.
The Winonan received a number of letters

really isn't the place you live or
the house you live in, or even the
part of the world you call home.
It's that place inside, inside your
heart or your guts that you call
home.
We live in a Miami Vice-style
world. Everything must be
instant, disposable, discounted
or have the ability to double its
cash market value in six months.
People steal from each other on
Wall Street, and even in backwoods mid-America. "Hot" used
to be a word you taught your 18month old child. Now it means
you can purchase a TV, stereo,
car or just about anything at half
price. Heck, I'm so old, I can
remember when "gay' meant
happy and "rubbers" were
things you wore over your shoes
from mid-March until late May.
There was a time when
doctors made house calls and
the phrase, "90 days same as
cash," kept American businesses
running smoothly.
That one sentence on the
menu brought it all back to me,
and it made me realize that if I
want to lead a peaceful life, I'm
the only one that can do anything about it. Just me.
When I got home that day, I
put my tape of Vivaldi's "Four
Seasons" in the cassette player
and settled down with a good
book and a cup of cocoa. No TV.
No noise. No company. Even the
dog, the insufferable Buddy, lay
at my feet.
It works - peace is not a
season, it is a way of life. And
that's a very private , very
personal observation.

this week on the controversial check-in policy
issue. These letters will run next week when the
Winonan will present a check-in policy debate
page. Look for it and keep those letters coming.
The Winonan wants to know what you think .
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Court case finally ends Pre-reg times to
Charges dropped in protest case
change in spring
By CHUCK FREDERICK

Editor in Chief
-

-

Being arrested was a new experience for former student senator
Jonathan Thoreson, but now that
it's over, he's relieved.
Thoreson was arrested in late
October while participating in a
protest against unsafe traffic conditions on Huff Street.
Following two court cases,
Thoreson has received a continuation for six months. A continuation
is a lot like probation, Thoreson said,
except probation is used when a
conviction is made.
"I thought it was just a hassle,"

Jonathan Thoreson

Thoreson said. "I've never been
arrested before and I don't ever
expect to be again. But I can now say
I was in jail for two hours."
Thoreson pleaded not guilty in
his first case, and has always said
the charges were illegitimate.
"I really thought that I did not
obstruct the legal process," he said.
"Doing that is almost like resisting
arrest, which I did not do. I was very
polite to the officers."
Freshman Brent Davis, who had
been hit by a car on Huff Street, was
also arrested at the protest.
Yield signs were put up on Huff
Street as a result of the protest.

Diplomat

more people to people contacts in
diplomacy.
Linda Bobo, senior political science Major at Winona State UniverContinued from page 3
sity, worked as an intern with Das
protocol and feel they stand more last summer in Washington. She said
the duties were mainly those of
to lose than to gain, he said.
The state department serves as seeking a nd providing information.
The state department wants to
facilitator in this process, Das said.
provide
an open line to persons
The,people there can give advice on
monetary exchanges and banking contemplating or currently engagprocesses. He said they can arrange ing in business overseas, said Das.
Das said that hosting a sister city
for an interpreter and even walk
you through a problem over the is an opportunity for local communities to more actively engage in
phone.
"We need foreign service offi- diplomacy. "Through the exchange
cers," Das said, "not just from the of ideas and travel by both our
ivy league schools, but Americans country and another, we could
who are part and parcel to their make others aware of the freedom
backgrounds." He said we need democracy offers," Das said.

Television
Continued from page 3

more and more hook-ups being
made.
"The plans and the ideas and
the things you'd like to do move a
lot faster than getting them in place
and actually doing them,"
Erickson said.
He explained that with this
system it will be easier to get a
group of rural students together

UpsetContinued from page 2

he said.
He left the dorms by his own
choosing and said he probably
wouldn't have gone back in them if
he had known the consequences or
if he had known how easy it was to
gain permission to enter.
He said he was advised by
Housing Director John Ferden not
to go to a judicial board hearing
because the board would probably
find him guilty and sentence him to
work hours on top of having to leave
the dorms.
"The way he made it sound was
that I didn't have a chance," Taylor
said.
Ferden said he didn't recall the
details of the case, but that he doesn't
advise students not to go in front of
the judicial board, but rather ex-_
plains to them that it's their right.

without having to send a professor out to them or having all of
them come to Winona.
"It's a much more efficient use
of our time and our student's
time," Erickson said. "Some professors will be able to get better
enrollments in some specialty
classes they'd like to teach as well."
Allen comes to Winona from
the Oklahoma City (Okla.) Community College where he worked
with one-way video and two-way
audio.

He said when he left the dorms
the only thing that could happen to
him if he returned, is that the police
would beralled. He returned to see
his friends with the confidence that
he would be able to leave the dorms
before police arrived.
He told the executive board that
he felt as though he had gotten
caught up in the system, and was
being victimized by it.
"I know I did something wrong
by going into the dorms," he said.
But I'm a good kid. I don't deserve
to get kicked out.
"My situation is not a strictly by
the rules situation," Taylor said. 'I
shouldn't be treated like another
case number and that's the way I'm
being treated.
"Sure, maybe I did something
wrong, but I think the contract is
wrong," Taylor said. "The punishment is too harsh."
Taylor's fate will be decided next
week when he finally does appear
before the judicial board.

Pregnant?

and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

irthright
452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential help

ER

In an effort to avoid conflicts,
Winona State University preregistration for spring quarter will
be held in the evening instead of
during the day.

Acting Vice President of Academic Affairs Doug Sweetland
said, "This change has been made
to eliminate the problemof
department secretaries being
away from the office during the
majority of the working day and
to reduce the percentage of
student absences from classes."

Registration will be held Jan.
30, 31, Feb. 1-2, from 3-6:30 p.m.
In a letter to faculty and staff,

[47.

The Winonan needs reporters and photographers. Apply
today by calling 457-5119. Be part of a winning team.
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Bulletin
•

RESULTS meeting

Grad honored
Brad Arndt, a 1984 graduate of
Winona State University, was recently honored as the 1988 salesman of the year for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Wyoming.
Arndt was the 1983-84 student
senate president at WSU. He now
lives in Rock Springs, Wy.

Academic appeal
meetings
Students currently enrolled who
are on academic suspension must
make an appointment this week if
they wish to see the Academic
Appeal Committee. Appointments
can be made in Advising and Retention, Somsen 113.

Aerobics classes
Winona State's exercise wellness
classes are scheduled every Monday through Friday.
6:30 a.m.-aerobic walk and water
aerobics; 12 noon - low impact aerobics; 5 p.m. - aerobic walk.

sponsoring its fourth annual crosscountry hunger awareness bikea-thon, Bike Aid '89, to raise awareness and funds for self-help development projects overseas and in the
U.S.
People of all ages and backgrounds are encouraged to apply.
Closing date for applications is Feb.
15, 1989.
All interested should apply
immediately to Bike Aid '89, The
Overseas Development Network,
P.O. Box 2306, Stanford, CA 94309.

The Winona State University
Admissions Office will be hosting
Academic Preview Day Monday,
Feb. 6.
The parking lot next to the Heating Plant has been reserved on this
day from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

"Your Right to KnoWis the title
of a seminar scheduled for Jan. 19
from 2-5 p.m. in the Purple Rooms
of Kryzsko Commons at Winona
State University.
The program will focus on the
Employee Right-to Know Act
passed in 1984 and 1985.
For more information call the
Winona State University Small
Business Development Center at
457-5088.

Feminist center
grant

Marketing seminar

The University of Minnesota's
Center for Advanced Feminist Studies (CAFS) has been awarded a fouryear, $225,000 Rockefeller Foundation Humanists-in-Residence grant.
The grant will support a fellowship
program with two resident scholars
each year. The program's subject
will be 'Theorizing Diversity: The
Social Construction of Difference."
Fellowship applications will be
available beginning in October from
the Center for Advanced Feminist
Studies, University of Minnesota,
496 Ford Hall, 224 Church St. S.E.,
Minneapolis, MN 55455. SubmisBCA
Black Cultural Awareness plans sion deadline is February 1. Applito be a moving organization and cants are encouraged to focus prowelcomes all who would like to posals on a better understanding of
attend. Meetings are every Tues- the female experience in terms of
day at 6:30 p.m. at Kryzsko Com- class and race.
For more information call Sara
mons Student Affairs room 122.
M. Evans, CAFS director, at (612)
624-6319.

A seminar on marketing and
advertising products and services
will be held Jan. 25 from 2-5 p.m. in
Dining Room F of Kryzsko Commons of Winona State University.
The $10 seminar, entitled,
"Modes of Media," is sponsored by
Winona State University's Small
Business Development Center and
the Winona Service Corps of Retired Executives.
For more information call 4575088.

Soccer club
Preview day

Right to know

Poetry contest

Over $11,000 in prizes will be
RESULTS, Winona Chapter, a awarded to the best 152 poets in a
citizen's lobby dedicated to ending major contest sponsored by the
world hunger, will hold its monthly American Poetry Association to
education and action meeting on discover new talent.
Tuesday, Jan. 24 in the Purple Rooms
The grand prize is a trip to Hawaii
of Kryzsko Commons from 7-9 p.m. for two.
The meeting is open to all stuPoets may enter the contest by
dents. The topic is homelessness in sending as many as five poems, each
America.
no more than 20 lines, , name and
address on each page, to American
Bike aid
Poetry Association, Dept. CT-5, 250
This coming summer, the Over- A Potrero St., P.O. Box 1803, Santa
seas Development Network will be Cruz, CA 95061-1803.

The Winona State University
soccer club is looking for new
members.
The club is open to anyone and
meets every Tuesday from 8-10 p.m.
in McCown Gymnasium. Wear
tennis shoes and be ready to play.
Soccer club jackets are available, for
details call Asif Ansari at 454-1081.

Energy assistance
The Energy Assistance Program
(EAP) helps low-income households
with winter heating expenses.
People wishing to apply for
Energy Assistance may call their
local EAP agency for an appointment or use the state toll-free no., 1800-652-9747, and ask for fuel assistance.

Fencing club
Safe and serious fun every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Talbot
Gym.

Circle K
-To have fun and help the community at the same time join Circle
K.
Meetings are held at 4 p.m., every
Tuesday in Dining Room A& B.

Business seminar
Lenders and economic development persons can stay current on
the recent developments in public
financing by attending a seminar
sponsored by the Winona State
University Small Buisiness Development Center.
The seminar, entitled, 'Public
Financing," will be held Feb. 1 in the
Plaza Room of the Downtown Holiday Inn in Rochester, Minn., and on
Feb. 2 at the Holiday Inn of Winona.
The program will run from 2-5 p.m.
in both locations.
Pre-registration for the $15 seminar is required by Jan. 27. For more
information call457-5088.

BRELIC

1989

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!
•BREAK WITH A WINNER • NO AIR MATTRESSES • CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS •

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
SHERATON CONDO OR HOTEL, HOLIDAY INN, GULF VIEW OR
LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

STUDENT DISCOUNT!

STEAMBOAT

$21.95 PERM &
STYLE CUT!

SHADOW RUN CONDOS OR OVERLOOK HOTEL • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS
LODGING-LIFTS-PICNIC-RACE-GOODIE BAG!

$5.95 HAIRCUT!

(Appointment recommended)

DAYTONA BEACH

WITH COUPON ONLY
Not valid with
any other offer.

WITH COUPON ONLY
Not valid with any other offer

TEXAN HOTEL AND KITCHENETTES
7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND/PORT A.

offer expires 3-30-89

offer expires 3-30-89

COST CUTTERS'

COST CUTTERS'

WINONA MALL 454-6030

PORT ROYAL CONDOS
5 OR 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND BEACH & TENNIS RESORT
7 NIGHTS

DON'T DELAY!

THE WINONA

CENTRAL SPRING BREAK NE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

8E, A PART ,F !.1%, CALL 457-5119

7AM-7PM M-Th, 7AM-5PM Fri. 9AM-5PM Sat, Mountain Standard Time
Reservations may be made by credit card
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Variety
You're majoring in what?
Many
majors
available
By JANE HARTON

"6

""%etee,%4,'fft,tqffe../r

Variety Editor

With over 10U majors and
minors offered each year at
Winona State University, how do
students choose which area of
study is best for them. For most
students its easy. They jus t go with
what they already know they are
interested in and they usually excel
in the area.
The majority of students on this
campus are studying business,
education, and nursing, as well as
other related fields. But there area
lot more areas of study available,
though they may not be as popular.
Take for instance, philosophy,
theater arts, history, foreign languages and geology. Just what exactly can students do with a degree in these fields. A good many
people studying in these areas go
on to graduate school, and then go
on to teaching, but there are other
careers available too.
According to Rod Henry, associate professor of history, there
are plenty of areas open for students with a degree in history.
Winona State University currently
has approximately 20 people majoring and 16 people minoring in
the areas of history.
With these degrees, graduates
can look forward to working in
areas of public history, doing historical research for private corporations, governmental jobs, archival work, and working for historical societies.
Henry also pointed out that
many students go on for advanced
degrees after graduation.
"This would be a good idea
considering the pending shortage
of professors that is expected 10 to

AK.i, Nort:

Winonan photo by Tom Maida

Students who graduate with obscure majors many
times may have troubles finding jobs by looking in
15 years from now," Henry said.
Geology is another area of
study offered at Winona State that
is among the majors with fewer
students. According to the geology department, there are currently 20 people majoring in this
area. This field offers many career
opportunities to students including work in the mining industry,
the U.S. Geological Survey, con-

the more traditional places such as newspaper classified ads.

sulting firms, government jobs,
and popular now are jobs involving environmental protection
agencies.
According to the geology
department's pamphlet, students
currently studying geology will
have greater opp-ortuni ties to work
in the petroleum industry.
Studying a foreign language
may be a hobby to some, but to a

few students here at Winona State,
it is their major field of study. Here,
students have the opportunity to
learn to understand, speak, read,
and write in any of the languages
offered. Winona State has a complete course of study in German,
offering a major and a minor.
The Spanish and French languages are also taught, but students must go through the Tri-

College Program to achieve a
complete major and minor in these
areas. For some, this presents a
problem, now that the College of
St. Teresa will be closing in the fall.
Andrea Bergsrud, French major, said, "I'm not sure what I'm
going to do about my major since
St. Teresa will not be open next
year. It's up in the air right now."
Bergsrud said that she is also
minoring in cross-cultural communications, an area offered through
the CTA department rather than
foreign languages. With these two
degrees, she said she would like to
travel, maybe go on to more schooling, and later become an interpreter.
At this point she is still trying to
decide what she will do with these
degrees.
According to Ron Mazur, professor of foreign languages, discussed some of the options for students of foreign language. Mazur
said the more traditional option for
these students is to go on to teach in
the secondary level, though some
are now combining a major and a
minor to boost their employment
potential.
"Some students go for a double
major, combining their language
degree with something like international business or journalism,"
Mazur said.
As for the problem with the closing of the College of St. Teresa,
Mazur said that a pilot program
will be underway next fall for complete French courses to be offered
on Winona Sta te's campus. Spanish
will continue to be offered at St.
Mary's.
Majoring in the performing arts
is a relatively popular choice for
students.at Winona State. But after
they are through with school and
done performing in the musicals
and plays, what do these students
want to do with their degrees?
Michelle May, senior communications/theater arts major and sociology minor, would still like to be

See Majors, page 11

'Rain Man' a powerful film
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter

Webster's dictionary defines
autism as an absorption in needsatisfying or a wish-fulfilling fantasy as a mechanism of escape from
reality.
According to that definition
then, most of the world's population would be autistic since engaging oneself in fantasies in or• der to escape reality is common
part of any healthy existence.
However, a distinction needs
to be made between those who
can separate reality from fantasy
and vice-versa and those who
become so engrossed in their aciivilies resulting in an extremely
warped view of reality.
When Torn guise as Charlie
!Rabbit takes his brother Roman
(played by Dustin Hoffman) to a
1 psychiatrist in the movie Rain Man
after repeated frustrated dealings
with him, he is asked by a nurse to

1

explain his condition.
The nurse misunderstands him
and confuses autistic with artistic,
subsequently revealing her ignorance. Cruise then goes on to explain that his brother is "living in
his own world." Despite Cruise's
obvious frustration and clumsiness in explaining his brother's
condition his definition proves to
be remarkably accurate and is only
reinforced when thecamera zooms
in on Hoffman's face.

autistic children become (or are)
autistic because their intelligence
levels are so extremely high, and
rather than submitting themselves
to the world they live in they become withdrawn and create their

111111111.
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own existence. This goes into acRain Man is in many ways a
cordance with the theory that senremarkable movie, but not for the
usual reasons. Although the actsitivity, creativity and general
ing is remarkable and the direca wareness of existence all increase
tion is superb it is the timeliness
with intelligence. It is speculated
and ingenuity of Rain Man and its
that the autistic child simply cansubject matter that make it so
not handle what it perceives; in a
worthy of praise. Perhaps, if
sense its own brain works against
anything, Rain Man can be enhim.
joyed sheerly from the aspect that
it sheds light and stamps out any
Rain Man succeeds only bepreconceptions about something
cause of Dustin Hoffman's brilas little understood as autism.
liant portrayal of an autistic sat8mneepsytztriAtrisis.. -belie_ve . that- t-ovant man:-Hoffman turns-ig -the

best performance possibly since F.
Murray Abraham's Solieri in
Amadeus and it is therefore no
wonder that there already hasbeen
quite some talk about a possible
Oscar nomination.
Hoffman is flawless. Even for
those who have never encountered
an autistic individual before,
Hoffman's performance, rather
than being strained or illusionary
was reassuring and natural but
yet careful not too evoke too much
sympathy. At times Hoffman
seemed so peaceful and complacent that his autistic condition
simply faded into the background
and a complete, thinking and functioning (although on an entirely
different level) individual was
revealed. This is where the true essence of the magic of his performance lies.

thing few could match up to. We
come to understand Roman Babbit not through his autism, not
through his amazing memory, not
through his compulsive behavior,
but through the experiences that
shaped and molded his personality just like with any other person.
There are very, very many extremely cleverly written scenes in
which Hoffman either shows off
his amazing savant abilities or
exhibits neurotic behavior far
exceeding the bounds of "normalcy."

Rain Man, however, is not about
the silliness of autism. On the
contrary, it takes a very serious
but realistic look a t it but also goes
beyond and that's what puts the
movie in a category of its own. As
To, as an actor, take something
to the plot of Ram Atx, you'll just
like autism and make it believable
have to go see for yourself because
is one thins, but to make it crc td,thisjst onyhat nobod y;t •
enou h -toclacignor-etrls-seafnL, - • - oasS
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Faculty art displayed
'Miss Jean
Brodie' next Exhibit will run thru February
Schmidlapp, department chair,
performance
will show his landscape paintings.
By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor

By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor

Winonan Photo by Chris Brooder

Child's play

Kory VanSickle, the lead singer for the band Children, performs in
the east Cafe during a U-PAC sponsored dance Thursday night.
Based in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the band is on tour across the
Midwest.

TOP
THIS

Winona State University's
Theater Department is once again
ready to perform for the students
and community in the play, "The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie."
The play, featuring communications major Lisa Wagner as Miss
Brodie, is about the relationships
between a teacher, Miss Brodie,
and four of her students, as well as
her colleagues. It focuses on the
influence Miss Brodie has on the
four students, and whether or not
that influence is a proper one for
the students. The play explores
issues of teachers' motivations, the
nature of education, and the influence our early heroes place on us
long after we think we've grown
up.
The play will run in the Performing Arts Center from Jan. 25
to Jan. 28. Performances will begin
at 8 p.m in the Main Theater and
ticket cost is $2 for students, and
$3 for the general public. The box
office opens Jan.17, noon to 4 p.m.
weekdays.
The cast of characters includes
in alphabetical order, Andrew
Berg, Kim Colbenson, Brent Davis,
Rebecca Dibble, Amy Garnette,
Scott Greenleaf, Cynthia Knouft,
Michelle May, Kelly McGuire, and
Stan Nerhatwen.

Winona State University art
faculty will have the opportunity
to show off their handiwork in the
Paul Watkins Gallery on campus
today through Feb. 9.
This is not the first exhibition
by the art department faculty
members, but will be for the
department's newest member,
Seho Park, art education, who will
be presenting his drawings in
pastel and pencil.
Also featured will be metal
sculpture and potter by John Hickman, art instructor. Art professor
Bill McKenzie will be presenting
prints, and associate art professor
Judy Schlawin will be displaying
paper and fiber pieces_ Don

Majors
Continued from page 10
involved in some aspect of the theater.
"I'm not quite sure exactly what
I'd like to do, but it will involve the
theater. Maybe I'll get a job in the
Twin Cities in the technical end of
the theater business. I'm trying to
be realistic about it."
May said that if she had the
opportunity to actually perform in
theater, she would.
The study of philosophy is not
offered as a major at Winona State
yet, but there are currently 16 people
minoring in the subject. According

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone
4524307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

to Ken D'Andrade, assistant professor of philosophy, many people with
a degree in the subject go on to
graduate school and then continue
teaching.
D'Andrade went on to explain
the thinlcing behind the study of
philosophy.
"It is looldng behind the answers
that people don't even think of as
answers."
He also mentioned that a degree
in philosophy is beginning to be
valued by corporate employers, and
canbe used when ethics are involved
in problem-solving. It is an analytical skill.

'

ATTENTION
- GOVERNMENT HOMESFROM $1 (U-REPAIR)
DELINQUENT TAX PROPERTY
REPOSSESSIONS.

CALL 602-838-8885
EXT. H-7657

64 1/2 W. 5th

ATTENTION
-GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES-

git

azig.

FROM $100
FORDS, MERCEDES,
CORVETTES, CHEWS.

11,
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This exhibit will feature a wide
range of media and styles representing the idividual faculty
member's specialties.
This year's show will feature a
silent auction of selected works in
the exhibition. The monies earned
by the auction will go toward the
Max Weber Art Scholarship, established last year through the generosity of Winona State University alumnus Mo Weber in memory of his father. Max Weber was
was a renowned painter and one
of the first American Modernists.
A reception will be held for the
artists in the gallery this evening
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Students,
colleagues, and the general public
are invited to attend the event.

SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885

EXT. A-7657
vs

EVERY
THURSDAY
ALL DAY

A Large Cheese Pizza
For Just $6.89! (plus tax)
At this price you can afford
to top off a large cheese
pizza any way you like.
Load it up with the toppings of your choice for
just a little extra. And of
course, we'll deliver your
custom-made pizza hot
and fresh to your door
in 30 minutes or less.
Guaranteed! Call now.

Hours:

4:30pm-lam Sun.Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.
co)

ATTENTION - HIRING!

Government jobs your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.

Call 602-838-8885
Ext. J-7657

O

z

11*(41
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N
N

Save on Mega
Margaritas

SM

0 a.

No coupon necessary.
Just Ask!

Call us!

INDIAN BLANKET

454-3030
909 WEST 5th STREET
WINONA,MN

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Our drivers carry less than 120.03. Limited delivery area. 01988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
emeisetszzammeetA

Amu

Special Offer Free Blessing Size 72x90, And
Choice of Blue Or Brown. Authentic Indian
Design Each One Personally Blessed By Wise
Owl, Medicine Man And Chief Drowning Creek
Reservation $150. Value For Only $39. Postpaid
Satisfaction Guaranteed, The Only Blanket
Offered To The Public Blessed By Indian
Medicine Man Your Order Providirs Help
Urgently Needed BY Tribe, Please Write: chill

WWI Owl DroWning Crook Remmition, BIT Sox
tos, usxfon, M.C. 2113114
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NIGHTWATCH

SUPER
BOWL
XVI
SPECIAL!

A CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
OF MEN AND WOMEN
SEEKING FREEDOM
FROM HOMOSEXUALITY
FOR A RECORDED MESSAGE
OF HOPE CALL 215-376-4292

GET A LARGE
(14") THIN CRUST
PIZZA AND A
LITER OF SODA
POP FOR JUST
$6.99 + TAX

Limit 1 ingredient,
other limitations
may apply.

No coupon needed,
just ask for the
Super Bowl special.
This offer runs for
the entire month
of January.

FOR LOCAL INFORMATION
CALL MON. 7pm-9pm 452-5832

OUT WITH THE OLD!
We're Making Room For New Merchandise
SAVE 50% OFF REG. PRICE
SELECT GIFTS, JEWELRY and MORE!
Look For The Sale Signs
and Red Sale Dots
*Sale Lasts Through the End of January*

BOB WHETSTONE, Prop.

BOB'S
1110111110111k

BILLIARDS
• 15 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES •

75 PLAZA EAST
DOWNTOWN WINONA

Pocket - Carom - Snooker

BEER • ELECTRONIC GAMES • SANDWICHES
123 Johnson Street
Commercial Court
Winona, MN 55987

OPEN DAILY
10 a.m. - 1 a.m.
(507) 454-5815

FROM CURLEY . .
TO WAVY . TO MORE
FULLNESS . . . TO MORE
BODY

Pamida, Inc. is an established retail corporation with
an aggressive expansion strategy. In addition to its 165
stores in 12 midwestern states, Pamida will continue
to open new stores, remodel existing facilities, and
implement a modernized Point of Sale (POS) System.
Supporting this growth will require selecting management trainees and college interns who portray professionalism, have demonstrated the ability to adapt to
change and have performed successfully in positions
requiring leadership responsibilities. Previous retail
experience and the willingness to relocate to smaller
communities is desired.

NOW
MADE POSSIBLE
- WITH
)49

Pamida offers a formal training program, plus a new
College Internship Program designed to train college
students possessing management potential.

1.1.LTXX.
FREE

-4

119E 3rd St

MANAGEMENT TRAINER
and COHSE INTERNS

A complete package of quality benefits is available,
including a competitive salary and unique work
schedules.

507-454-4516

parlor

Hair Design At Its Best
Vls
\J \q't.itc..\1 ■ 1)

Winona, MN 55981

den

To review information on these opportunities and apply
for further consideration, visit your Career Planning and
Placement Office today! A Pamida representative is
scheduled to be on campus...

JANUARY 19 1989
,

PAMIDA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Sports
2 NSC wins
Neder, Parsons lead way
for women netters, 5-9
By JOHN NICHOLS
Staff Reporter

The Winona State University women's
basketball team got their conference season off to a "running" start as they blew by
Moorhead State University and the University of Minnesota-Morris in a pair of
home games played Thursday night and
Saturday afternoon.
The Warriors went to their greatest
team strength, quickness, in order to post
a 74-72 victory over Moorhead State.
"We matched up well with Moorhead,
they aren't as tall as some teams we play
and therefore couldn't expose our lack of
size," said assistant coach Lisa Lockwood.
"We really got a great effort offensively
and defensively from everyone."
Lockwood also said that the Warriors
did all the little things needed to make
their fast break work.
"We did a great job getting defensive
rebounds and getting the ball to the outlet
and Pat Ned er did a great job of scoring off
the break," she said. "We did all the things
you have to do to win but don't necessarily show up in the scorebox."
Neder, who received a plaque for Incoming the Warriors all-tirr 2 leading
scorer before the game, scored a seasor
high 32 points and dished out 7 assists to
lead the Warriors up-tempo offense.
For her efforts in both games, Neder
received Northern Sun Conference (NSC)
Player of the Week honors.
Lisa Parsons and Courtney Celt joined
Neder in double figures wi th 12 and 11
\‘'
• A\t
points, re spectively.
Winonan photo by Tom Maida
The Warriors shooting percentage was
her teammate and a Minnesota-Moths player. indicative of the type of shots they were
taking.
Lisa Parsons, (54) watches.
.

.

44$
Winona State center Gabriella Gasparo (50)
lunges toward the floor for a loose ball joining

"We shot 47 percent from the field,
which is a good percentage and when you
get a lot of lay-ups off the break, like we
did. We should always shoot that well,"
said Lockwood
"It's a team goal of ours to shoot around
80 percent for free throws and this is the
first time all season that we have shot that
well," she said.
The Warriors did not get through the
game without a scare though as the Dragons made three three-point baskets in the
last two minutes to make the game tight.
"They really stayed in the game because of their hot three-point shooting.
They were 5-10 from that range during the
game," said Lockwood.
Saturday's game against Morris was a
repeat performance by the Warrior fast
break as they beat the Cougars 69-60.
Head coach Alice Simpson was equally
happy with the Morris win.
"The Morris win was more impressive
to me because of the fact that our nine kids
came back from a physically draining win
against Moorhead, then got up 48 hours
later and did it again to Morris, it showed
a lot of tenacity and strength from our
kids," she said.
Lisa Parsons led the Warrior attack
by putting together a game package that
included 23 points, 10 rebounds, three
blocked shots, and three assists.
"Our outside shooting wasn't great
Saturday so Lisa had to do the job inside
for us and she had her best game of the
season, she played very well for us as
did Pat," said Simpson.
Neder torched the Dragons for 21points and nine assists as the Warriors
shot 53 percent for the first half and led
by as many as 14 points during the game.

•

Men drop 2; NIC play to be n
By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor

After playing very competitive
basketball at its conference tournament and over its Florida trip, the
Winona State University men's
basketball team suffered two letdowns.
The Warriors were beaten last
Friday and Saturday nights by St.
Scholastica and Northland College
in non conference match-ups to drop
its record to 5-10. The Warriors lost
to Scholastica 69-65 and then to

Northland 81-69.
"We're obviously disappointed,"
said head coach Jerry Nauman.
"When you go on the road and lose
two, it's difficult."
Actually, the Warriors have been
on the road for 10 straight games
and will finally return home to open
up its conference season this Friday
night against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.
"Our whole schedule is to prepare us for conference," Nauman
said of the road trips. "I thought we

were ready after our play in the
conference tournament, but that's
not the case now."
Nauman wishes it was. Before
the Warriors took to last weekend's
games, they had won two of three in
the conference tournament and
played quite well in Florida, al
though they lost all three games to
the more talented teams.
Against Scholastica, the Warriors shot just 39 percent from the
field compared to the Saints' 65
percent. They also committed 15

I thought we were ready after
our play in the confereence
tournamnet, but that's not the
case now.
Coach Nauman

-

turnovers.
Carter Glad, the Warriors leading scorer didn't start in either of
the games because he had a bad
week of practice. Glad, had been
averaging 29 points per game scored

just
nine
eight
and
points,respectively.
In fact, the Warriors made three
changes in the lineup because center Marvin Lewis broke his wrist
(out for six weeks) and forward Dan
English hurt his back. "It's difficult
to lose those starters, but that's not
an excuse," Nauman said. "We just
didn't take charge out there. The
merit of what we were used to playing against was much weaker. Still,
See Hoops, page 16

Gymnastic team assistants
give added support to team
By JOHN NICHOLS
Asst. Sports Editor

Ken Gibson

The life of an assistant coach isn't
easy. There are practices to organize and help run, buses to schedule,
reservations to make, and all matter
of details great and small to remember and cater to, all with the knowledge that not much reward awaits
them, monetary or otherwise.
Ken Gibson and Laura Robilard
are student-assistant coaches for the
Winona State University gymnas, tics team and head coach Steve Juaire

gives them plenty of credit for helping to develop yet another potentially powerful squad this year.
"Ken and Laura are so valuable
to me because in gymnastics there
are so many different events that I
couldn't possibly try and teach
everyone of them at once," said
Juaire, "I have total confidence that
when I can't be there things are
being run right and the team is receiving excellent instruction."
Robilard and Gibson both say
that their job consists of being the
eyes of coach Juaire. .

"He makes it very easy for us to
coach for him", said Robilard. "We
know what he expects from the team
and what he wants done. We just
try to do the things that he wants
done and yet can't do himself."
Robilard, a senior in her first year
of coaching, knows very well what
Juaire expects out of his gymnasts
because she earned academic AllAmerican honors twice for Winona
State in her four year career. She
now sees coaching as a way to stay
close to the sport and to her friends
. —See Assistants, page 16.,

Laura Robilard
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Men's track fields talent

Can improve
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By WAI HON
Staff Reporter'

With this season's talent and work ethics, improvement for the Winona State University men's
track and field team seems inevitable.
The Warriors will look to better a 3rd place finish
in the Northern Interecolligate Conference (NIC) last
season. The team was beat ou t by 1st place Moorhead
State and barely edged out by the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.
The Warriors are guided by fifth year coach Daryl
Henderson and his student- assistant Bill Steuve.
Henderson said his team has good talent this season,
but also said that discipline is the formula for success.
"There's no output without input," he said. "Commitment and effort from the athletes themselves will
be the major factor," said the former All-American
runner.
The team has been readying itself since last November and are currently practicing 1-2 hours per
day, conditioning and getting ready for their first
meet on Jan. 27.
Henderson said the team uses the indoor season
as a warm-up to the outdoor season. He said that
indoor meets give the new members "good exposure" for the outdoor meets in April.
Henderson won't have to rely on too many new
members because he has an experienced bunch
returning.
Four NIC medalists will jump in to be the team's
mainstay, supported by three international students
that ran for their respective countries last year.
Junior Steve Farrel will run the 400 m dash. Farrel
took 1st in the NIC with a 49.9 second time. Last
season Farrel reached the preliminaries in the NAIA
nationals.
Farrel will be helped by hurdler Mike Kropp.
Kropp, also a junior placed 3rd in the NIC last year
and nearly broke the school record. He ran a 56.5
missing Jim Scott's 1986 record of 56.4.
Also returning is discuss thrower, Rick Ellinghysen. He also took 3rd in the NIC.
The Warriors also have high hopes for freshman
Tony Wegner. Wegner runs the 100m dash and came
to the team from San Salvador. Wegner has run the
100m in 11.0. Last season, the best in the NIC was
11.2.
Despite all this talent, the Warriors have suffered
one setback though. They lost senior Brian Reed,
who made it to the NAIA finals in the 5000 m. Reed
also ran well this fall with the cross-country team.
Adding to the team's credentials, Henderson said, "We still have a number of good potential
runners out" ( for the team).
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Winonan photo by Tom Maida

Some of the members of the Winona State men's track team run laps in Talbot gym during practice on Monday.

Track & Field meets

Schedules for men's & women's indoor seasons

Women

Men
Jan. 27 (Fri.) Quad at UW- Stout, Menomonie, WI
Feb. 18 (Sat.) UNI Dome Open, Cedar Falls, IA
Feb. 24 (Fri.) NAIA NATIONAL MEET, Kansas City, MO
Feb. 25 (Sat.) "
March 3-4 NIC Indoor Meet, Moorhead, MN

Jan. 28 (Sat.) University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
IA
Feb. 4 (Sat.) Northwestern College, Orange City, IA
Feb. 11 (Sat.) St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, MN
Feb. 17 (Fri.) UW- River Falls, River Falls, WI
Feb. 24 (Fri.) NAIA NATIONAL MEET, Kansas City,
MO
Feb. 25 (Sat.) "
•

RESEARCH PARIS
16,278 to. choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD'
Toll Free
Hof Line -

800-351-02221
in.Calif.I213) 477-8228

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Available Immediately:
Live-in babysitter,
cook for Palm Beach
family. Send resume'
and references to:
NAST CORP.
350 South County Road
Palm Beach, FL 33480
WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative
yoifil be responsible for placing
advertiaing materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long atter graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648

1(800) 221-5942 or
(312) 647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

1 FREE Tanning Session
with any $9.00 Style cut

TACO JOHN'S®
FREE
Potato Ole's
with the purchase of any food
item• at the regular price.

2 FREE Tanning Sesidfil'IS
with any $40.00 perm or body wave
NOBODY LIKES A CHEAPSKATE
and yet nobody likes getting ripped
off. At G.Q. we won't rip you off
and we'll turn you cheapskates
into believers. Help stamp out
cheap hairstylists - Get a quality
hair cut.

One coupon per customer per visit. Not
good with any other offer. Valid at
participating Taco John's only.
Offer expires January 31, 1989.
Offer good at both locations
Winter hours at Huff Street store:
Sun-Thurs 11 am-lOpm
Fri, Sat 11 am-11 pm
■•■

The Winonan
Your first draft of history
Writers and photographers needed.
Call 457-5119 or stop by to apply.

Gentlemen's Quarters Hairstyling
& Sun Tanning Center
Westgate Shopping Center
Winona, MN

454-1580
expires Feb. 28, 1989
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The Best of
'88 winners

Glen Gauerke

Here's my best of 1988
Last week I came up with the
idea of having a "Best of '88'
contest". For those of you who
missed it, I gave readers a
chance to write what their
favorite moment(s) in sports was
for 1988.1 then thought, "Glen,
you're an idiot. Why didn't you
give your own collection of
greatest moments so people
could compare yours to theirs?"
Despite that slight error, the
contest went well. The Winonan
sports department received quite
a few entries and quite frankly,
we were surprised at our general
audience's competence. Thank
you for your support. Now we
know that someone reads us.
Now that you gave us your
bests of '88, here's some of ours.
They arc in no particular order.
NATIONAL SCENE:
• As long as we're in prime
time hoop season, who could
forget the repeating NBA
champs, the Los Angeles Lakers?
What a fantastic job they did,
and yes Pat Riley, no one looks
better on the cover of GQ than
you.
• Talk about a possible sitcom
that would have replaced "The
Life of and Times of Grizzly
Adams", hnw about "The Life
and 1 imes of Mike Tyson Spent
Out of the Ring"?

• Even more confusing is the
strange sequences of the Green
Bay Packers beating the Vikings
twice even though the Vikes beat
the Bears twice.
• 1988 brought magic to a one
Orel Hersheiser and Lasorda's
"Never say being the underdog
is bad", Dodger team. Hersheiser broke the almost impossible
record of scoreless innings, held
by Don Drysdale (56) while
gaining MVP awards. He also
has a boyish look about him that
any mother would love.
• College football Heisman
winner, Barry Sanders. Without
a doubt, the best.
• Danny Manning leading the
Jayhawks to a surprising NCAA
crown. It's a shame he's hurt
now.
• Still on hoops, '88's worst
had to be the over coaching of
the US Olympic basketball team
by John Thompson. Not only did
Thompson use the wrong
strategy (he tried to control
them), but he also worked the
players so hard that everyone
that made the pros was either
hurt or sick at some time.
_•
• Compeng with
Thompson's blunder was
Canada's "pride and joy", Ben
Johnson. Thought you could

Editor's Note: There were three entries for last week's "Best of '88" contest.
John Dalziel couldn't limit himself to just one great moment, so he did 12.
That's OK, it shows great spirit. I'd like to thank the three entrants. Since the
were three prizes, I just drew names to see who would get what. Here are
your winners_

1st ($20 gift certificate to OUT-DOR STORE) John Dalziel
2nd ($10 gift certificate to ATHLETE'S FOOT) Jeff Lyle
3rd ($16 value bike tune up) Jim Sonju and Jerry Buchman

beat Lewis, huh? You probably
could have without the drugs,
dude.

• How about our Olympic
heroes? Flo-jo, Louganis, the
boxers and the rest. And how
'bout that little sweetheart on the
box cf Wheaties? What a
gymnast... Ooops, wrong year,
wrong season. She's just so cute.
• The Americans winning
back that America's Cup with
the controversial catamaran.
Way to go, Dennis. Now you
make money on endorsements
just like Michael Jordan.
• The greatest trade. Gretzsky
to the Kings. (And his wife Janet
Jones, from Playboy )
LOCAL SCENE:

• Winona State baseball team
going to the College World
series
• WSU's men's and women's
cross country teams winning
districts and going to nationals.
• IA/SU football team's homeco-I-Ong comeback win.
• Scott Wanshura, WSU first
baseman who hit .590 and was
1st team All-American.
• WSU's basketball scorer,
Carter Glad who averaged 30
ppg. last season.
• WSU's All-American shot
putter, Raquel Hamilton.

The entries
John Dalziel:
1) Without a doubt, Scott Wanshura. The junior DH, was named 1st team AllAmerican and helped lead the Warrior baseball team to the College World Series.
2) How about the WSU men's cross-country team. They won their first ever MC and
District championships and placed in the top twenty at the nationals.
3) Carter Glad, the scoring machine for the WSU basketball team. He shattered the
NIC scoring record, and is paced to finish in the top 5 all-time at WSU.
4) John Thompson's selections for the 1988 Olympic basketball team that cost the US
the gold medaL Why Charels Smith and not Sherman Douglas or Mookie Blaylock.
5) The WSU women's cross-country team. They won their first ever DistAct 13
championship and had a good showing at the national meet.
6) Orel Hershiser's total destruction of Don Drysdale's so-called unbreakable 56
scoreless inning record. Then his march to the NLCS and World Series MVP honors.
7) Ben Johnson. His testing positive in the Olympics opened eyes of the world to the
problems and widespread use of steriods and performance enhancing drugs.
8) Pete Brown's record shattering game in the Metrodome against Concordia. The
senior tailback broke 7 WSU records with his 221 yard and 5 touchdown performance.
9) The unbelievable trade of Wayne Greislcy from the Edmonton Oilers to the Los
Angeles Kings for 3 players and 20 million dollars.
10)The Cinderella story of Danny Manning leading his Kansas Jayhawks out of OZ
to capture the NCAA basketball title.
11)The Minnesota Vikings beating the Chicago Bears twice, then getting beat twice
by the Green Bay Packers.
12) Lights at Wrigley Field in Chicago. Is there nothing sacred anymore?
-

Jeff Lyle:
My greatest moment in 1988 sports was when the Winona State football team came
from behind and scored three times in the 4th quarter to win at Homecoming.
Jim Sonju and Terry Buchman:
The demoralization of cocky Mike Tomczak, compliments of Walker Lee Ashly's
heroic interception, giving the Vikings their third victory over the Bears this season.

You dont need your parents' money
to buy a Macintosh.
Just their signatum
Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
for you in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
to decide just who pays for it all.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
hardship. No application fee.
at school.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
Introducing Apple's
as
many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
computer Center
Simply pick up an application at the location
207 Somsen Hall
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
...p 411111
If they qualify, they'll receive a check
©1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, inc.
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Assistants
Continued from page 13

on the team.
"I don't miss the work involved
with competing but I really enjoy
being able to be around my friends
on the team and help them improve," she said.
Gibson, a junior, is in his third
year of assistant coaching and says
that he also enjoys helping the girls
to improve.
"The thing I enjoy the most is
when I see one of the girls do something that they weren't able to do
before and the look on their face is
just priceless," said the physical
education major. "It really makes

you feel like you are doing something special,"
Juaire indicated that this year his
assistants Ore more important to him
then ever because of the relative
inexperience on his squad.
"We have a lot of talented freshman this year and they need a lot of
attention. In the past we weren't
able to give it to them but this year
I feel that we have," said Juaire.
Gibson and Robilard both have
special areas where they spend most
of their time in practice. Gibson
works with the parallel bars and the
tumbling and Robilard with the
balance beam and the floor acts.
"There are events that I can't help
much with like the beam because I
have no experience with it ( the

balance beam is not an event in
men's gymnastics) but other then
that I feel I can help with just about
everything else," said Gibson.
Both Gibson and Robilard want
to continue coaching in the future
but not necessarily at the college
level. Robilard is an education major
and thinks her coaching future lies
with the high school age group,
while Gibson wants to coach children.
"Coaching at the college level
would be an ideal situation but I
think it would be neat to coach
younger kids," said Gibson. "It's so
neat to watch them learn and discover how good they car. be."

Warrior
Rund
own
4,

Results

Next Week

Men's Basketball:
Conference season begins
Jan. 20 (Fri.) HOME vs UMDuluth 7:00p.m.
Jan. 21 (Sat.) HOME vs Bemidji
State 7:00 p.m.

Lost to St. Scholastica College,
69-65.
Lost to Northland College, 81-69.
Record 5-10

Women's Basketball:
Jan. 19 (Thurs.) Away vs Bemidji
State 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 21 (Sat.) Away vs UMDuluth 3:00 p.m.

Beat Moorhead State, 74-72
Beat UM-Morris, 71-60
Record: 5-9 (2-0 in NSC)

Gymnastics:
Jan. 21 (Sat.) HOME hosting
Hardees' Warrior Classi"
(Parents Day) 1:00 p.m.

Did not compete

Hoops
Continued from page 13

they were beater than we thought

WinonariPhoto by Chris E. coder

Whoa!
Sheila Lambie, a mass communications broadcasting major and Dana Jorganson, a paralegal major go

up against each other in a practice game during
Tuesday night's soccer dub practice.

and by the time we realized it, it was
too_late."
Against Northland, the Warriors gave the game away on the free
throw line. They shot just 48 percent
and committed 13 turnovers. DarrenMiller led the team with 13 points
aria against Scholastica, Tom Brown
had 17.
Nauman cited reasons for the
losses, but didn't fault the players'
efforts. "In both ballgames our inability to do certain things hurt us,
but we worked hard," he said.

He also mustered up another
consolation bright spot. "Well, we
didn't get anyone else hurt," he said.
Sophomore forward Geoff Espe,
who started one of the games
wanted to forget the games and lop*
on. "After the way the team has
played in the last 10 games, we
should look upon the conference
season as a brand new start," he
said.
Nauman seemed to agree. "The
important part of the season is this
weekend," he said. "We'll have to
play with the same intensity and
confidence as in the conference
tournament."
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on the Best Pizza
8 Days a Week!!

X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings

Anyday
2 Large Pizzas
with 1 topping
only
nly
$$9.95

$6.95

Monday
Free Cheesebread
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

Tuesday
Medium Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$4.95

Wednesday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 1 topping
only
$5.95

Thursday
Free Liter
of soft drink
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

Friday
Large Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$5.95

Check Out Our Full Menu

454-3600

Saturday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$6.95

